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has any real promise of leading us out of the spiritual crisis in which

we find ourselves today.

�

To find our way out of this spiritual crisis, we must learn to attend

once more to our mortality. We must learn to value the meaning it

confers on what we do and think, on our human loves and labors

and ambitions and failures. The natural and social sciences, which

we badly need in other ways, cannot help us do this. So far as

understanding of this kind is concerned, the natural and social

sciences are part of the problem, not its solution. It is to the humani-

ties that we must turn for help in this regard. For the humanities are

the record of our encounter with mortality, and their common

subject is the very thing that technology eclipses: the fateful limits

that constrain our longing for control, and the pathos of yearning

and defeat that colors all our human works.

Every living thing is moved by desire. But only human beings

are moved by the desire to be di√erent than they are, to transcend

their own condition through absolute knowledge, complete power

and perfect self-control.≤∏ Only human beings yearn to escape the

orbit of their natural condition, and this yearning for transcendence

is as much a part of who we are as the impossibility of its fulfillment.

The yearning and its inevitable defeat, the longing for transcen-

dence and the fateful horizon of mortality within which it arises:

this is our human nature, unique among the natures of all the

creatures of the earth in its disquietude.

The humanities study this nature. They represent it. They med-
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itate on its meaning. They bring it into view and concentrate our

attention on it. They invite—they compel—us to confront the truth

about ourselves and help us to inhabit with greater understanding

the disjointed condition of longing and defeat that defines the hu-

man condition. Achilles’ reflections on honor and memory and the

fleeting beauty of youth; Shakespeare’s defense of love against the

powers of ‘‘sluttish time’’; Kant’s struggle to put our knowledge of

certain things on an unchallengeable foundation so as to place the

knowledge of others forever beyond reach; Caravaggio’s painting of

the sacrifice of Isaac, which depicts a confusion of loves that de-

feats all understanding; and so on endlessly through the armory of

humanistic works: the subject is always the same. The subject is

always man, whose nature it is to yearn to be more than he is.

Technology invites a forgetfulness of mortality that hides this subject

away. Only the humanities, whose subject this has always been, can

help us recover it. Only they can restore the wonder which those

who have glimpsed the human condition have always felt, and which

our scientific civilization, with its gadgets and discoveries, obscures

through the production of a di√erent kind of wonder that blinds us

to our mortality and encourages us to forget who we are.

The science on which technology depends has the authority it

does because it gratifies at once our desire for control and our desire

to understand for the sake of understanding itself. But this knowl-

edge is not only incomplete, as it must of course be at every stage of

its development. It is also the cause of an important kind of igno-

rance precisely because it satisfies so fully our desire to be in ever

greater control of our circumstances. Science supports the techno-

logical imperative and encourages the devaluation of mortality this

implies. But in doing so, it promotes the forgetfulness of humanity
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that technology invites. Hence just because it satisfies as powerfully

as it does our archaic desire for control, science frustrates the equally

deep desire for understanding, so far as the understanding of our-

selves is concerned. In this one important department of under-

standing, science does not satisfy both of our most elementary de-

sires at once. It satisfies one and frustrates the other. It frustrates our

desire to understand because it satisfies our desire for control to such

an extraordinary degree.

In other areas of knowledge, perhaps, this conflict does not

exist. But with respect to our knowledge of humanity it does. Our

scientific knowledge of the world is today greater than ever before.

But earlier ages knew more about humanity than we do. By com-

parison with their steady attention to the human condition, and the

great works this produced, our attention is fitful and anemic at

best. We have not gained ground in our understanding of human-

ity, as we have in our knowledge of the physical world. We have

lost ground instead. And the very science which has advanced our

knowledge of the physical world and produced technological won-

ders beyond number, has at the same time diminished our under-

standing of the human condition itself. Only the study of mortality

can combat the ignorance that science and technology breed and

satisfy our longing to know who we are. Only in this way can we

meet the spiritual crisis of our age, born of the forgetfulness of man,

on terms that are adequate to it.

We need the humanities to help us remain alert to the human

condition in an age that obscures it from view. We need them

because without the humanities we lose the only perspective from

which the demon of meaninglessness can be met—a real demon to

whom the contemporary revival of religion is a real response. We
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need the humanities because they o√er a better response than reli-

gion does, with its promise of redemption through submission to a

perfect power that fulfills by other means the technological fantasy

of perfect control. And we are motivated to a≈rm the response the

humanities o√er by one of our oldest and deepest desires. For the

desire to understand, even when the truth is hard, is as deep as our

desire for control and, if anything, more distinctively human.

It is a desire that can be frustrated but never lost. We can never

cease to want to understand for the sake of understanding itself. But

today this desire is frustrated with respect to the understanding of

ourselves. Science blocks the way to such understanding. Only the

humanities can help us recover it. Only they can gratify our desire to

understand the peculiar nature of the yearning and doomed creature

we are, ennobled by our own self-defeat. Only the humanities can

help us meet the need for meaning in an age of vast but pointless

powers and satisfy our desire to understand for the intrinsic pleasure

such understanding a√ords, in the branch of knowledge where the

frustration of that desire today is most complete.

Nothing, therefore, could be further from the truth than the

claim that we do not need the humanities in the way, or to the

degree, we now need the natural and social sciences. The truth is

just the opposite. The truth is that our need for the humanities is

desperate; that it is anchored in a real crisis to which others are

responding with real e√ect; and that the recovery of the humanities,

and of the space of observation and reflection they a√ord, is driven

by a desire of the deepest and most durable kind which only the

humanities can meet.

The position of the humanities in our colleges and universities

today is discouraging. They stand at the bottom of the hierarchy of
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authority and prestige. They lack the obvious value, and easy self-

confidence, that the natural and social sciences possess. But anyone

who grasps the depth of our need for the humanities; who under-

stands the magnitude of the crisis that gives rise to this need; who

appreciates the potency of our frustrated desire to understand the

terrible and inspiring truth about ourselves and who recognizes that

the humanities alone can fulfill it, must conclude that forces outside

the academy, far from working to keep the humanities in their

present position of low esteem, press in exactly the opposite direc-

tion and exert a tremendous pressure on their behalf.

Outside our colleges and universities one finds the needs and

motives to inspire a revival of the humanities and their restora-

tion to the position of authority and self-confidence they once en-

joyed. All that is required is a recognition of the depth of the crisis

of meaning our civilization confronts, of the humanities’ unique

ability to help us respond, and of the close connection between—

indeed, the identity of—the question which this crisis has brought

to the fore with such urgency for so many people and the question

to which the authority of the humanities has always been tied: the

question of what living is for.

�

The technological imperative that rules our lives imprisons the de-

vout and their bemused critics alike. It has created a crisis of mean-

ing in which both are caught. In this crisis lie the occasion and

incentive for a revival of the humanities and for the restoration of

their lost authority. For the humanities’ loving but unsentimental
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study of the mortal facts represents a more honest and honorable

response to the crisis than either the churches or their critics can

o√er. These both run away from the crisis—the churches by promis-

ing salvation if only one makes the humbling sacrifice of human

spirit this demands, and their critics by glibly denying there is any

crisis at all. Only the humanities give us the resources to face this

crisis with the self-respecting composure in the presence of danger

that we commonly call courage. Whether those now teaching the

humanities in our colleges and universities seize the opportunity to

do this remains to be seen, but the prospects seem brighter at the

present moment than even a decade ago.

I say this for several reasons. First, the rising tide of religious

fundamentalism has given questions of a spiritual nature increasing

prominence in the culture at large, among the opponents of religion

as well as its supporters. To take one recent example, the question of

whether students in public schools should be taught that intelligent

design is a respectable alternative to the theory of evolution has

stirred a debate about the relation between science and religion in

which those on both sides have been forced to clarify their views of

man’s spiritual needs and of the capacity of science to meet them.≤π

The debates over abortion and euthanasia, and the appropriate use

of medical technology generally, have had a similar e√ect. Here, too,

the question of whether and how our spiritual nature sets limits to

the power of science has been forced into the open. Questions of

this sort are increasingly at the center of our cultural attention. The

fundamentalists have done us all a service by putting them there.

But while they also know how these questions should be answered,

there are others who are less certain. There are many who recognize

the importance of the questions the fundamentalists ask but reject
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the answers they give, and who hunger for a serious spirituality of a

non-fundamentalist kind.≤∫ At the moment, however, there are few

places for them to look to satisfy their hunger. Our colleges and

universities in particular seem unresponsive. The revival of the hu-

manities, and of the tradition of secular humanism, would be for

them a welcome development. It would give them a way to reclaim

their commitment to the human spirit without the dogmatic as-

sumptions that religion demands. It would give them a platform

from which to launch a vigorous and spiritually serious counter-

o√ensive against the fundamentalist movements of our day, which

at the moment represent the only serious response to the crisis of

meaning whose pervasive presence in our technological civilization

makes itself manifest in the debates about religion and science that

stir such passions today. The appetite for an alternative to funda-

mentalism; the longing in the culture at large for an undogmatic

rebirth of spiritual concern; the perplexity and confusion of those

who recognize the seriousness of the questions the churches ask but

reject the answers they o√er: these set the stage for a revival of the

humanities and provide the energy to sustain it. The hunger is there

and only the humanities—the custodians of the tradition of secular

humanism—have what it takes to feed it.

Second, the culture of political correctness that has deformed

the humanities for the past forty years and been an obstacle to the

revival of secular humanism inspires a declining enthusiasm today.

The excitement that accompanied the ideas of multiculturalism and

constructivism in their early days has subsided. The period defined

by their dominance is coming to a close. A spirit of exhaustion now

prevails in the humanities, of waiting for these old ideas to play
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themselves out and for something new to replace them. For most of

the second half of the twentieth century, the culture of political

correctness has made an appreciation of the values of secular hu-

manism impossible. It has put these under a cloud of disrepute and

made them seem more the instruments of partisan oppression than

a treasured common possession. But the cloud is lifting. Resistance

to their a≈rmation is decreasing. And as it does, as the culture of

political correctness loses its power to chill and discourage, the

willingness to reassert these values, to put them forward as a source

of spiritual help at a time when we badly need it, and to reclaim the

tradition of secular humanism as a confident and credible alterna-

tive to the fundamentalism of the churches, will have a smaller

hurdle to overcome. It will be easier for those who feel this way to

say so, and to represent their point of view as the genuinely progres-

sive one that holds the greatest promise of leading the humanities

forward out of their present malaise.

Third, many students in our colleges and universities today

would, I think, welcome the chance to explore the question of life’s

purpose and value in a more disciplined way. Students today enjoy a

nearly limitless freedom in choosing what to study. Most schools of

course have some nominal divisional or other requirements that

impose a superficial order on their undergraduate programs. But

these requirements are typically so broad and flexible as to create no

meaningful direction at all. In practice, students are almost entirely

free to study what they wish, selecting their courses according to

taste and ambition from a sprawling array of alternatives. Many will

tell you they need this freedom to prepare for the careers they in-

tend to pursue after school. But this is not true and the students
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themselves know it. There are few careers that require more than a

handful of undergraduate courses as pre-professional training. Med-

ical school requires a half-dozen; law school none at all.

Nor is the freedom students enjoy to design their own course of

studies always a source of personal gratification. As often, it pro-

duces anxiety and regret. A disturbingly large number of today’s

undergraduates, even at our best colleges and universities, spend

four years sampling courses with little or no connection, moved by

fancy and curiosity but guided by no common organizing principle

or theme. Their freedom leaves them with a transcript that is a

patchwork of disconnected bits and scraps, except for whatever

modest structure the choice of a major supplies. Too many gradu-

ates today view their college years—the most leisurely years of their

lives, until they wash up on the far shores of retirement—as a wasted

opportunity, squandered in pursuit of a disorganized and idiosyn-

cratic program of study. They view it with regret, as a lost chance to

explore the question of what living is for before the demands of life

take hold and they become too busy to ask it.

This is not a recipe for happiness and many students know it, as

do their parents who understand even more acutely than they how

urgent the question of life’s meaning is and what a precious, unre-

peatable opportunity their children have to explore it. For many

students, the reassertion by teachers of the humanities of their com-

petence to guide them in a non-authoritarian but organized exam-

ination of this question would be a happy development. It would be

responsive to a need that many of them feel but recognize too late

and are reticent to express on account of the culture of political

correctness, which chills them too—a need which the combination

of specialization and free election that now defines most under-
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graduate programs fails miserably to meet. And it would cheer their

parents as well, who want their children’s education to be something

more than a bit of vocational training supplemented by a random

sampling of courses with no organized center, and who hope that

their children will have a chance, on the threshold of adulthood, to

stock their souls with the greatest and most lasting images of human

striving and fulfillment, as guides to the choices they must face in

the years ahead and as a fund of perennial inspiration.

These are all reasons to be hopeful about a revival of the human-

ities and the reassertion of their authority to lead students in ex-

ploring the life of the human spirit with the limited but real confi-

dence that secular humanism allows. But there is one factor pulling

strongly in the other direction. That is the continued dominance

within the humanities of the modern research ideal.

Like their colleagues in other fields, today’s humanities teachers

are, with rare exceptions, graduates of Ph.D. programs at large re-

search universities. They thus begin their careers having already

internalized the research ideal. It colors their understanding of pro-

fessional success and conditions their view of what is important and

valuable in the disciplines to which they belong. It defines their

prospects for advancement, which depend upon the volume and

quality of the research they produce. The research ideal shapes their

professional judgments and fixes the terms of their material and

reputational success, just as it does those of other college and univer-

sity teachers today. But from the standpoint of this ideal, and of the

values it reveres and rewards, the question of the meaning of life is

not a professionally respectable subject. It is not a question that a re-

search specialist can pursue without appearing to be a self-absorbed

dilettante, which is just what the research ethic condemns most
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harshly. So long as the research ideal continues to define the atti-

tudes and ambitions of teachers of the humanities, any attempt to

restore the question of what is living for to an honored place in these

disciplines must therefore contend with a professional culture that is

hostile to this question itself.

This is a real impediment to the revival of secular humanism

but not an insurmountable one. If a rea≈rmation of the values of

secular humanism demanded a full-scale repudiation of the research

ideal, the prospects would indeed be bleak, for the continued domi-

nance of this ideal within the humanities is for the foreseeable future

an inescapable fact of life. But a repudiation of this sort is neither

necessary nor desirable. In the first place, research in the humanities

has produced results of lasting value. It has added importantly to

our understanding of the historical, literary, artistic, and philosophi-

cal subjects with which the humanities deal. Research in these fields

may lack the clearly cumulative character that it has in the natural

and social sciences and its connection to the truth may be less

evident or stable than in these other disciplines. But its value is

indisputable. No one is calling—or should call—for a halt to re-

search in the humanities or a repudiation of its value, and the revival

of secular humanism certainly does not require that we do so.

Nor does it require that the values at the heart of the research

ideal—the celebration of originality, the demand for specialization,

the ethic of supersession—be rejected across the board, that their

legitimacy be attacked root and branch. That would be not only

impractical but unwarranted, since the problem with these values is

not their illegitimacy tout court but their tendency to occupy the

whole of the humanities and to dictate the exclusive terms on which

the worth of everything that is done in them is measured. That is
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what must be resisted if the question of what living is for is to be

restored to a place of respect in the humanities and again become a

subject to which those teaching in these fields may honorably devote

some fraction of their time and energy. What must be resisted is the

imperial sprawl of the research ideal, its expansive tendency to fill

every corner of each discipline in which it takes hold and to color

the expectations and judgments of teachers in these disciplines re-

garding all they do. Admittedly, this is asking a lot. The modern

research ideal is deeply entrenched in the habits of the humanities,

and its authority rests on a morally inspired conception of scholar-

ship that casts doubt on the respectability of everything that falls

outside the range of questions and pursuits it values, and on the

question of the meaning of life in particular. But it is not asking for

something impossibly large. It is not asking that teachers of the

humanities give up their attachment to the research ideal, repudiate

the values it enshrines, and turn the clock back to a time before the

research ideal swept the field of all competition. It is merely asking

for a somewhat greater degree of humility on the part of those in the

humanities whose first allegiance is to this ideal—for a recognition

that there is something else of value that teachers in these fields are

uniquely equipped to do, and that can be done with honor and

respect only if the values that underlie the research ideal are humbly

acknowledged to have their limits too.

I suspect that for some teachers of the humanities this acknowl-

edgment would be a liberation. It would give them the professional

freedom to take up questions with their students that might other-

wise seem both too large and too intimate to be pursued without

apology or embarrassment. By ‘‘professional’’ freedom I mean free-

dom from the inhibiting influence of a professional culture whose
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devotion to specialization and impersonal research condemns most

ventures of this kind. For it is this condemnation that most dis-

courages teachers of the humanities from making their classrooms a

forum, some of the time at least, for exploring the question of the

meaning of life.

In a formal sense, most college and university teachers, includ-

ing teachers of the humanities, already enjoy an immense amount of

freedom in the classroom. What and how to teach is, to a consider-

able degree, up to them. The exercise of this freedom is of course

constrained by a teacher’s own sense of its professionally appropriate

uses, and so long as these are defined to rule out the sort of gen-

eral but personal inquiry that secular humanism endorsed, fewer

teachers will have the confidence to undertake it than otherwise

might. Lifting this inhibition will liberate more of them to do so. It

will give them the freedom to return to the question of life’s purpose

and value, which even today is what first draws many teachers of the

humanities to their fields; to regard the examination of this question

as a professionally responsible use of classroom time; and to view the

help they give their students in fashioning their own answers to this

question as a high, if not the highest, duty they owe the students in

their charge.

The freedom of the classroom is immense. The teacher whose

freedom it is does not need the permission of a dean or department

chair to use as he or she thinks best. With this freedom comes

enormous responsibilities. Every serious teacher feels this deeply,

and that is entirely as it should be. What is needed in the humanities

today is not a relaxation of the teacher’s sense of responsibility. What

is needed is its reconnection to questions and modes of inquiry that

secular humanism honored but the modern research ideal devalues.
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Even a young teacher, concerned about his or her prospects for

promotion and mindful of the fact that these depend on scholarly

production, can a≈rm this connection again, without risk to repu-

tation or career, if given the professional freedom to do so. Nothing

is standing in the way but a culture that equates professionalism

with the research ideal, and even a modest separation of the two will

create the space, for some teachers of the humanities at least, to

rea≈rm the dignity of secular humanism and their dedication to the

ideal of teaching associated with it. If this were to happen, even on a

modest scale, it would represent a sea change in the humanities, and

the remarkable and inspiring truth is that it lies in the power of indi-

vidual teachers to bring this about, on their own, one by one, simply

by exercising the freedom they already possess. What is needed is

not more freedom, or permission from on high. What is needed is

relief from the inhibitions of the research ideal, whose internalized

authority—which recognizes no limits and demands that all work in

the humanities be judged by its standards—is the greatest obstacle to

the revival of secular humanism today.

For those who are moved to reclaim the tradition of secular

humanism and to reassert its authority against the tidal pull of the

research ideal, there are models to follow. The tradition of secular

humanism has never died out completely. At a number of schools

there are still programs in which its spirit remains alive. The re-

quired freshman course in the humanities at Reed College is an

example. The five course sequence at St. Olaf ’s known as ‘‘The

Great Conversation’’ and the Directed Studies program at Yale are

others. The core curriculum at Columbia is perhaps the best-known

example. Many of these programs were established years ago, at a

time when the tradition of secular humanism was still strong, and
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they have retained their original character. Their continued exis-

tence is encouraging to anyone who hopes for a wider revival of this

tradition and helpful to those looking for suggestions as to how this

might be done.

Yale’s Directed Studies program, in which I teach, is the model I

know best. It was established in 1947, at the same time as Harvard’s

General Education program and with a similar aim—to provide

undergraduates with an organized introduction to the ideas and

values of the civilization in whose defense the Second World War

had been fought and to prepare them for life in the free and demo-

cratic society that was expected to follow. Over the years, Directed

Studies has undergone various changes. Today, it is a one-year fresh-

man program in the humanities. Students in Directed Studies take

three courses—in literature, philosophy, and history and politics.

They hear a lecture a week in each of their subjects, and meet twice a

week in groups of eighteen with their teachers in each class. The

classes are taught by a mix of junior and senior faculty. The reading

list is the same for all the students in the program, and the faculty

teaching each subject meet weekly to discuss the assigned material

themselves. Students write a paper a week. In addition, there are

occasional symposia on topics related to the common readings (the

‘‘ancient quarrel’’ between philosophy and poetry, the status of the

Bible as literature, the philosophical origins of the idea of human

rights, and so on).

In the literature course, the fall readings start with Homer and

end with Dante. In the spring term, the readings begin with Cer-

vantes and conclude with T. S. Eliot. In philosophy, the readings

run from Plato to Aquinas in the fall, and Descartes to Wittgenstein

in the spring. In history and politics, students start in the fall with
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Herodotus and then read Thucydides, Plato, Aristotle, Livy, Polyb-

ius, Tacitus, Augustine, and Dante. They continue in the spring

with Machiavelli, Locke, Hobbes, Rousseau, Kant, and Marx. Mod-

est additions and deletions are made each year, but the reading list

has remained largely unchanged for some time. I have included a

complete description in an appendix.

The Directed Studies program is elective. Admitted Yale fresh-

men may apply to the program and must be accepted into it. Last

year, 120 students were admitted from a larger applicant pool. The

small size of the classes and the large number of faculty required to

teach them make the program expensive to run. Sta≈ng is also a

perennial challenge. Those teaching in the program enjoy it, but

some view it as a distraction from their research interests and hence

as a cost in professional terms. Yet despite these di≈culties, Di-

rected Studies remains a wonderfully vital program whose popu-

larity among students continues to grow and that regularly attracts

to its faculty some of Yale’s most distinguished scholars.

At the heart of the program is the question of what living is for.

Students read a range of texts that express with matchless power a

number of competing answers to this question. They consider the

di√erent ways of living that have been held up by di√erent authors

at di√erent times as the best life a human being can live. They are

encouraged to consider each with interpretive generosity—to enter

as deeply as they can into the experiences, ideas, and values that give

each its permanent appeal. They are helped to see the tensions that

exist among these possibilities and to understand why some of these

tensions can never be dissolved. They are invited to consider which

alternatives lie closest to their own evolving sense of self. And they

are supported in their e√ort to do this by being welcomed into a
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conversation whose participants have been arguing about these mat-

ters for thousands of years.

This is the spirit of secular humanism. It is the spirit of Directed

Studies and of similar programs at other schools. No one of these

programs is a model to be copied with mechanical precision. Each

has its limits and flaws. None is perfectly adapted to the circum-

stances of every school that might wish to establish a program of this

kind. But their mere existence is proof that even in the age of the

research university it is possible for the humanities to address the

question of the meaning of life in an organized way, and their details

suggest ways to do this. For those who would follow, encouraging

examples exist and nothing prevents them from following except

their own internalized doubts about the legitimacy of the unspecial-

ized and intensely personal inquiry these programs invite. That is a

high hurdle to overcome. But internal doubts are also peculiarly

within our own power to dissolve. The spiritual emptiness of our

scientific civilization; the receding authority of political correctness;

the discontent of many students and their parents with the current

system of undergraduate education; the need only to modestly resist

the sweeping imperialism of the research ideal in order to clear a

place for secular humanism; and the ready availability of models to

follow: none of these guarantees that the internal doubts that repre-

sent the greatest obstacle to the revival of secular humanism will lose

their potency and be overcome to any significant degree, but to-

gether they suggest that one who hopes for this has grounds to be

cautiously optimistic.

�
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Secular humanism was born at a moment of doubt. When the

pieties of the antebellum college began to lose their power and a

culture of diversity and doubt took their place, the tradition of

o√ering instruction in the meaning of life—on which American

higher education had been based from the start—could survive only

in an altered form. Secular humanism made this possible. It o√ered

a way of keeping the question of life’s meaning at the center of

academic attention and of pursuing it in a disciplined way, while

recognizing the pluralistic and skeptical beliefs that had under-

mined the authority of the old order and the credibility of its princi-

pal premise: that there is a single right way to live in God’s ordered

and intelligible world. The doubts that brought this older order

crashing down made it seem to some that no school could now

claim the authority to do what every school before had done, to

instruct its students in the meaning of life. But secular humanism

showed how this was still possible. It was a source of confidence in

an age of doubt and for those teachers who embraced it, a new kind

of faith, the only one allowed them in the disenchanted world they

now inhabited.

Today we need secular humanism for the opposite reason, not

as a bulwark against doubt but as a solvent of our certainties. We

need it to help us challenge the pieties that condition our lives

in deep and unnoticed ways. The revival of secular humanism is

needed to help us be doubtful again.

Instead of enforcing a deadening uniformity of opinion, as the

humanities’ culture of political correctness now does, a revitalized

humanism would put the conventional pieties of our moral and

political world in question. It would compel students to consider

whether justice is a higher good than beauty, whether democracy
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has room for nobility, whether our reverence for human beings

should be qualified by a recognition of original sin. It would force

them to confront a wider and more disturbing diversity of opinion

than the one they now do in their college and university classrooms.

It would disrupt their confidence and deepen their doubts. Today,

just the opposite is the case. What doubts students have about

these matters are rejected and repressed. They are denied expression.

They are barely acknowledged and when they are, they are generally

condemned. The revival of secular humanism would turn this cul-

ture upside down. It would convert certainties to doubts and con-

victions to questions. It would bring the moral and political beliefs

that condition our lives into view and give us the chance to inspect

them. It would bring what is hidden into the open—the highest goal

of the humanities and the first responsibility of every teacher.

It would do this in a second way as well. Students today come to

college believing that the most important choice they face is that of

a career. Many are undecided about which career to pursue. But

nearly all assume that a fulfilling life can be lived only within the

channels of a career, which defines a pathway with more or less fixed

expectations and rewards. The challenge, as they see it, is to get

into the right channel—the right groove—so they can be steered by

its demands. The pressures of specialization push students in this

direction, and they can hardly be faulted for going along. But a

career—any career—has a horizon narrower than that of the life of

the person whose career it is. However important, however absorb-

ing, however rewarding, a career is only part of life. Questions

always remain about how a person’s career fits into his or her life as a

whole. These are questions that come more to the fore the longer

one lives and become acute toward the end of life, when one again
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confronts the need to live outside the bounds of one’s career. But

they are not questions that can be answered from within the horizon

of a career. They arise, and can be answered, only from the vantage

point of one’s life as a whole. But that is a point of view which the

anxious search for a career discourages students from adopting, or

even recognizing, and which their teachers’ commitment to the

research ideal systematically devalues.

However urgently students feel pressed to choose a career, to get

in a groove and start moving along, their college years are their last

best chance to examine their lives from this wider perspective and to

develop the habit, which they will need later on, of looking at things

from a point of view outside the channels of their careers. This is

precisely what secular humanism encourages. In doing so, it runs

against the grain of the belief most students share that there is no

point of view outside these channels. That a life is a career is for

them an article of faith. Secular humanism puts this piety in doubt

by insisting on the importance of the idea of life as a whole. For a

young person on the threshold of a career, nothing could be more

disturbing or helpful.

More deeply rooted even than the dogma of career is our addic-

tion to technology and the equation of truth with science. We live

today in a narcotized stupor, blind to the ways in which our own

immense powers and the knowledge that has produced them cuts us

o√ from the knowledge of who we are. We take these powers for

granted and fail to see how the restless drive to expand them de-

values the mortal limits within which our lives alone have meaning.

We equate this knowledge with truth and fail to see how it obscures

the truth about us. Nothing has a tighter hold on us today than

technology and science. They fix our values and define the limits of
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our imagination. They cover the human condition in forgetfulness.

Secular humanism is a force for recollection. It seeks to bring us

back to our humanity. It does this by reminding us of what our

world would have us forget: that we are dying animals, fastened to

bodies and fated to pass away, who yet yearn for something more.

Our world has reduced death to an inconvenience and robbed us of

our humanity. That technology can cancel death is the great ortho-

doxy of our age. It is the piety by which we live. Secular humanism

recalls us to the mortal facts. It helps us remember who we are. But it

does this by sowing doubts where certainties exist and by putting

into question the answers our scientific civilization invites us to take

for granted.

In the early years of the twentieth century, in the great research

universities that already had become the dominant force in Ameri-

can higher education, some new way had to be found to educate

students in the art of living. Amidst the unprecedented freedoms of

the elective system and the growing specialization of faculty depart-

ments, teachers of the humanities were forced to invent a new way

to do what America’s colleges had done from the start, without

relying on dogmas that had lost their credibility. Secular humanism

pointed the way. It suggested how this might be done. It secured the

idea of an art of living in an age of skepticism and doubt.

Today, this idea is not threatened by doubts. It is threatened by

pious conviction. Its real enemy is the new faith which prescribes

the orthodoxy to which so many students subscribe—the culture of

political correctness that strangles serious debate, the careerism that

distracts from life as a whole, the blind acceptance of science and

technology that disguise and deny our human condition. It is these

that now put the idea of an art of living at risk and undermine the
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authority of humanities teachers to teach it. But these same pieties

make it essential that this authority be reclaimed. The secular hu-

manism that once saved us from our doubts must now save us from

our convictions. It must rescue the question of life’s meaning from

the forces that belittle and obscure it and restore the openness and

wonder that will always accompany any authentic e√ort to ask it.

America’s colleges and universities are today the leading centers

of research in the world. But we have the right to expect something

more. We have the right to expect that they o√er their students an

education in the meaning of life. Once they did, and will again,

when the tradition of secular humanism, which has been misplaced

but can never be lost, is recovered and put to work as a lever to

dislodge the orthodoxies that now blind us. That this will happen I

am hopeful. The conditions are encouraging, and the need is great.

For the desire to understand is eternal, and in an age of forgetful-

ness, when our humanity is concealed by the powers we possess and

the question of life’s meaning is monopolized by the churches, to

whom our colleges and universities have relinquished all authority

to ask it, the revival of secular humanism o√ers a spiritual alternative

to the fundamentalists who invite us to give ourselves up and to the

science that invites us to forget who we are. With wonder and

sobriety and the courage to face our mortal selves: let our colleges

and universities be the spiritual leaders they once were and that all of

us, teachers, students, parents, citizens of the republic, need for

them to be again.


